In this edition, our first article focuses on an intelligence assessment of “Chinese Neocolonialism in Latin America”, from author SrA Steffanie G. Urbano, USAF. Our next two articles focus on space programs in Latin America. Author MSgt Joseph Guzman, USAF, discusses history, current operations, and future cooperation efforts, while authors Israel de Oliveira Andrade, José Vagner Vital, Giovanni Hideki Chinaglia Okado, and Giovanni Roriz Lyra Hillebrand, focus on the “Brazilian Strategic Space Systems Program.”

We continue with two perspective articles. Lt Col Oswal Sigüeñas Alvarado, Peruvian Air Force, presents his “Analysis of the Employment of the Principles of Peruvian Aerospace Military Power” on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the Cenepa conflict.” Finally, we conclude with an article from Capt Jeremy S. Driggs, USAF, on “Legal Lessons in Interoperability - My Time at Inter-American Squadron Officer School,” in which he discusses the valuable lessons that can only be obtained by our American Air Forces training together, from his view as both an attorney and an officer.
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